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POM Keeps Business Flowing During Times of Uncertainty
Regardless of trade lane, industry, size, scale, or complexity, supply chains are more unpredictable now
than any time in recent history. Low-probability, high-impact events like viral epidemics, cyberattacks,
accidents at sea and natural disasters can disrupt even the most robust supply chains.
With demand significantly outpacing supply, the stress on getting the right product, to the right place,
at the right time is the most immediate challenge for many businesses. For companies who are unable
to accurately track where their product is and when it will be delivered, the anxiety is palpable.

Whether it’s pizzas or
packages, real-time visibility
is no longer a value-add,
it is an expectation.

Unpredictability and volatility place a heavy
burden on supply chain programs; lost sales,
penalties, chargebacks, damaged relationships,
lack of trust, and costly inventory imbalances.
Solving these issues can be difference between
surviving and thriving.

While every cycle (2009 financial crisis vs. COVID-19) presents different challenges, the ability to forecast,
anticipate and manage risk, and provide accurate, timely, and coherent information to your organization
and your customers remain the lifeblood of any successful business.
A Tool to Manage Purchase Orders from Issuance to Final Delivery
UWL’s WorldScope+ Purchase Order Management (POM) platform offers a single source of truth for
your shipping and order information, aggregating data and providing both importers and exporters
with visibility and control far beyond traditional track and trace portals.
From PO issuance to final delivery, POM captures data and documentation critical to the successful
movement of goods. POM provides visibility at the PO, SKU and quantity level, and its built
in factory functionality allows you to collaborate in real-time with your vendors and factory partners.
The system is highly customizable and produces a robust suite of reporting to satisfy the various
stakeholders in your business.

www.shipuwl.com/meetworldscope

What can you do with WorldScope+ POM?
By arming us with your order details, we
become a more proactive partner. POM
gives a high-level view of all your orders and
shipment information in one place. This
helps us spot trends and make changes in
real-time.
What happens if your eCommerce site takes
off and you need to ramp up production? Or
warehouse space is tied up on the West Coast
so you need to consider re-routing your cargo?
POM puts you in control, helping you see
patterns and adjust your logistics activities in
response to changing conditions.

M
 anage all your different orders
and keep them on schedule
C
 ollaborate with supply chain
partners in real-time
K
 eep factories in line to make sure
they are hitting agreed upon deadlines
Upload and receive purchase orders
Create, manage, and browse bookings
S
 ee where shipments are at
any given time
Track by SKU-level line detail

Backed by an All-Star Team
We’ve stacked our team with some of the best and brightest in the industry. From IT gurus to local logistics
experts, we’ve got you covered every step of the way. Tell us about your supply chain goals and we’ll help
you design the processes, integrations, and reporting to meet and exceed them. Our local operators and
carriers will keep your cargo moving, ensuring it’s delivered when and where you need it. Our team brings
decades of logistics experience, including many years at shippers using POM’s, and is invested in creating
intelligent solutions that work for your business.

Seeing is Believing:
Book a Demo Today

See how you can harness the power of WorldScope+ POM
to move your business forward. One of our experts will lead
you on a 30-minute tour of the platform. Contact your UWL
Representative for more information and to set up a demo.
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